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to form a ghostly image called an eigenface. A set of weights
are calculated pernritting comparison and thereby identification.

ABSTRACT
This paper investigates using image registration through spatial
tansformation to incrementally impmve eigenface detection in
training 'sets containing non-centered head orientation. In
identifying a new facc, a training set of faces is crcated from a
scene. After face dercaion in an image, these faces may exhibit
diflerent head orientations, The use of several images combined
through image registration offers the possibility of improving
eigenface recognition throryh center normalizing the head
orientation of the training sets collected -in a dynamic
environment.

Image registation combines and aligns two different images of
the same sccne to provide a combined image. These two images
are usually used to represent the change in an overhead shot

taken from an eircrsft or satellite for instance to indicate
building city growth or vegetation changes over time. One of
the images is the basc and the other image is the difference
under evaluation. The images can be taken from different
camera.s and camera angles and like a rubber sheet shetched, the
imagris are aligned to form onc image. Another example is to
indicale the progression of diseases such as cancer where one
medical diagnostic image was taken a month ago and another
more recently. The aligned and combined image shows the
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progression of the cancer.

1. INTRODUCTION
Foce recognition is a weak biometric because it is unable to
reliably identify p€rsons or worse it will identift the wrong
person. Face recognition uses images of people that have

In security environments, variations in the fape can bc caused by
shadows caused by camera angle and angle to the sun including
reflections offnearby surfaces. The face is constantly moving
and images taken will have different head oiientations. In this
diflicult environmenl an eigenface would be different for the
same person depending on the head orientation. A camera
positioned near an entyway would expect to obtain images of

diffcrent facial expressions and angles to the camera- The ideal
center. portrait type environment grcatly improves face
recognition. However, in reality this environment is not always
available in real applications due to tilted camera angles.
Face recognition works

well for small gloups of data but

persons at different aogles from the camera. The face area must
be detected in tre scene and tracked. The face will not appear

as the

number of individuals are added to the database, the number of
false identihcations increases. lfa system can reliably identifr
oyer 99o/o of subjects that at first seems like excellent reliability.
However, that l% r€presents a considerable waste of time. The
1% of subjects falsely identified means that in a terrorism
situation for a large population, significant rcsources must be
spent manually excluding fblse positives. Alternatively, it also

centered but at different head orientations. Some means of
averaging these differences before vectorizing the face would be

useful. This project proposes to examine using

image

registration to do this.

2. RELATED WORKS AND BACKGROUND

Turk and Penttand fll-originally developed face recognition

means there is a remote chance thet a person may be
misidcntificd as someone clsc and slip past security. Any
incremental improvement designed to enliance face recognition

using eigenface techniqucs, The projeot provides for a form of
compulational pattern r€cognition for the face. The term
eigenfaces is used because mathematical algorithms using

performance is worth considering.

eigenvectors represent the primary components of the face.
Weights are used to represent the eigenface features so a
comparison of thcse weights pennits identification of individual
faces from a database. They also discuss the problems of not
having a perfect centered face image, which results in some
performance degradation not so much cffected from sideways
tilt of the head but by a non-upright view. They suggest two
approaches to solving it by calculating the head orientation and
performing rotation.

In addition to any initial filtering, the face is first

identified
(called face detection) out of the scene using software such as
Intel's OpenCV image-processing library. Next various
algorithms can be used to do the face recognition. One approach
uses Eigenfaces which approaches face recognition not from the
standpoint of feafures such as ears, eyes, moutlg and nose but
from encoding ofthe variations in the face. These variations are
described mathematically in a form called eigenvectors each one
describing a variation in the face. These vecton are combined
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3. METHOD

The face must be identified in a scene first before recognition
can take place. This is called face detection. It is fully described
as active research projects in Frischholz [2] for finding faces in
arbitrary scenes. A rectangular image containing the face is
created which is separate from other objects in the scene.

There are various programs available to do Eigenface
recognition experiments. Luigi Rosa developed a m-file
program called Face Recognition System [8] using the

Mathworks Matlab language based on the eigenface methods
described by Turk and Pentland []. It uses the Mathworks
Image Processing Toolbox to do the image processing and
perform the matix calculations. The program permits input of
images for each person as part of training sets, After the
training sets arc loaded in for multiple persons, the input image
can be selected for face recognition. The result indicates the
nearest class (training set), the distance from the averaged
eigenface ofthe set and the disunce from the facespace, which
indicates if the image is a face.

The Automatic ldentification and Data Capture (AIDC) site at
Western Carolina University [3] describes eigenface technologl.
The eigenface recognition system commonly takes all of the
faces aad forms a mean face image. It then compares the
differences and similarities for each face between the mean
image and the input face being subject to face recognitiou. The
input face gets a fitness score assigned to it which indicates if
the face is in the database. The fitness score also determines if
the image is a face and can then be stored as a new face in the
database ifthe fitness scor€ does not m&tch I cur€nt face in the
database. The advantage of the eigenface is that it is fast and
does not require a high storage ofdata- The disadvantage is that
it has problems identi$ing faces that do not face the camera
directly and under different light levels. The eigenface approach
also has problems dealing with facial hair and skin scarring.
Another approach called eigenfeatures measured facial metics
such as the distances between eyes and nose. Combining
eigenfaces with eigenfeatures improves face recognition

The test faces are obtained from the AT&T

Laboratories
Carnbridge, ORL face database [9], which contains ten images
of 40 persons with each image undergoing different lighting,
head orientration, and facial expressions.

4. RESULTS
Two images were read into the Matlab command window and
converted successfully to mabices representations. The two
images were then selected for interactive selection of control

considerably.

points using the cpselect command. This tool is shown in Figure
l. The base image is on the left and a different head orientation
is shown on the rigbt.

Heseltine, Pears, and Austin [4] describe pre-processing
tecbniques used to improve eigenfacc face recogaition. Tests
are performed to compile data on false acceptance rates (FAR)

and false rejection rates (FFR). Factors affecting

face

recognition include cbanges in intensity and direction of light,
partially covercd faces through sunglasses, hats, and facial hair,
and changes in cxpressions on the face, The paper discusses the

problems occurring when light illuminates one..side of the face
resulting in a principal component, which provides errors in
identification of faces.

Lanitis [5] describes an algorithm that uses the non-occluded
part of the fape for face recognition. The hidden part ofthe face
is excluded-from interfering with the face recognition process so
that identification is improved- Thc paper focuses on excluding

non-systematic

facial appeaftnce variations caused

of systematic variations
aging, illuminafion, viewpoinl and expression.
sunglasses, hats, etc. instead

by

caused by

Gupta and Jain [6] describe a visual information retrieval (VIR)

qystem using recall

of

different types

of

images from a

Figure

repository, one of which has face retrieval using eigenfeatures.
Image transformations are. computed for each face. A limitation
found is that as the database increases theicomputations become'

too

intense and difficult

to

I

- Selecting

Control Points

Unfortunately, there are problems creating matching control
points for the faces. Only two uiatching control points can''be

automate requiring humsn

selected and ihree are needed to us€ transformation type affine.
which combines scaling, rotatiorl shearing, and translation [10].
Once the spatial transformation is applied using tansformation
type affrne, erors occur because not enough conhol points have
been selested. The commands used are listed below:

intervention along with high associated haining costs,
Graham and Allinson [4 states that if the image of the person in
database'is different from the test image, the system should

fie

recognize the person, which is defined as pose invariant
recognition, When test images have different poses, the system
should still be able to rccopize the individual. For a computer
this task may be unlikely because computers view images in

imagel = imread('c:\l.pgm')
image2 = imread('c:9.pgm')
cpselect(image 1(:,:, I ),image2(:,:, I ))

pixels. To make the computer capable of invariant recognition,

mytforn =
cp2tform(inputjo ints,baseln ints,'affine')

features must be removed. Pose invariant recognition is based on
using different images of people for training or by creating a 3D
model, which can be used to generate more images.

I

The cp2tform command fails because not enough conbol points
(also known as tie points) have been selected. At most only two
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control points are successfully selected at one time and at leest
three are needed for the affrne type transformation.
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